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Let ZrF be an inertial Galois extension of Henselian valued fields, and let D
be a Z-central division algebra. Let G be a finite group acting on Z with fixed
field F. We show that every generalized cocycle of G with values in the one-units
Ž .of D is cohomologous to one of the form u , 1 , or in other words, the existence of
such a cocycle implies that the group action of G on Z extends to a group action
on D. We provide applications to lifting of group actions on the residue division
algebra and to the existence of Kummer subfields in D given suitable data in D.
Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž . Ž .We consider a finite inertial Galois extension Z, ¤ r F, ¤ of Henselian
Ž .valued fields and a surjection p : G “ Gal ZrF for some finite group G.
Let A be a Z-central simple algebra. Given the action of G on Z via the
surjection p above, recall that a generalized cocycle of G with coefficients
U Ž . Ž .in A is a pair v, f , where v : G “ Aut A is a map that restricts toF
the given action of G on Z, and f is a map G = G “ AU , together
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satisfying
Ž Ž ..1. v v s Int f s , t v ,s t st
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž ..2. f s , t f st , n s v f t , n f s , tn ,s
Ž Ž .for all s , t in G. Here, Aut A stands for the F-algebra automorphismsF
of A, and Int refers to inner automorphism. The second condition above is
. Ž . Ž .referred to as ``the factor set'' condition. Two cocycles v, f and u , g
Ž Ž . Ž .. Uare said to be cohomologous written v, f ; u , g if there exist b g As
for each s g G such that
Ž .1. u s Int b v ,s s s
Ž . Ž . Ž . y12. g s , t s b v b f s , t b .s s t st
Ž .This is an equivalence relation on the set of all generalized cocycles v, f
that induce the given action p of G on Z. We will denote the set of such
Ž U .generalized cocycles by Z G, A and we will denote the set of equiva-p
Ž U .lence classes of cocycles by H G, A .p
Ž . Ž U .Note that the existence of v, f g Z G, A amounts to an action ofp
Ž .G on A up to inner automorphisms, i.e., to a homomorphism G “ Out A ,F
Ž . Ž .where Out A is the factor group of Aut A by the group of inner ringF F
Ž .automorphisms of A. When f s , t s 1 for all s , t in G, then the
definitions show that the map v yields a group action of G on A. Thus,
Ž . Ž .v, f ; u , 1 precisely when the automorphisms v can be modified bys
inner automorphisms to yield a group action of G on A that extends p .
Ž . ŽIn the special case where G s Gal ZrF i.e., where p is an isomor-
. Ž U . Ž U . Ž U .phism , we will denote Z G, A and H G, A simply by Z G, A andp p
Ž U . Ž U .H G, A . In such a case, the elements of H G, A are in one-to-one
correspondence with similarity classes of F-central algebras B satisfying
Ž Ž U .B m Z ; A. Of course, no such B may exist, in which case H G, A willF
. Ž .be empty. This correspondence is achieved as follows: Given a pair v, f
Ž U . Ž Ž ..in Z G, A , one constructs the generalized crossed product A, G, v, f
Ž .s [ Ax , with multiplication given by x x s f s , t x , and x a ss s t st ss g G
Ž . Ž Ž ..v a x , and one shows that B s A, G, v, f is an F-central simples s
Ž . Ž .algebra with Cent Z s A so B m Z ; A . Conversely, given an F-B F
central simple algebra B with B m Z ; A, one finds a unique F-centralF
Ž .simple algebra C in the Brauer class of B such that C > A and Cent ZC
s A. Letting x g CU be elements that induce s on Z by conjugation,s
Ž Ž .. Ž . y1 Ž .one finds that C s A, G, v, f , where v a s x ax , and f s , t ss s s
x x xy1.s t st
Now, let D be a Z-central di¤ision algebra. It is standard that the
valuation on Z extends uniquely to a valuation on D, which we also
denote by ¤ . In this paper we consider the general case where the map p
Ž .is not necessarily an isomorphism, and we consider cocycles v, f in
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Ž U .Z G, D , where f takes on values in the one-units of D. Our interest inp
these cocycles arose out of an unfinished question in an earlier paper of
w xours 8 on the Kummer subfields of tame division algebras. Our main
theorem is the following:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.1. Let Z, ¤ r F, ¤ be a finite inertial Galois extension of
Ž .Henselian ¤alued fields, and let p : G “ Gal ZrF be a surjection for some
Ž . < <finite group G such that char Z does not di¤ide G . Let D be a Z-central
Ž . Ž U .di¤ision algebra. Then, e¤ery generalized cocycle v, f in Z G, D inp
which the ¤alues of f are one-units is cohomologous to a cocycle of the form
Ž .u , 1 . In particular, the existence of such a generalized cocycle with ¤alues in
the one-units of D implies that the group action of G on Z extends to a group
action on all of the D.
A special case of this theorem, when DrZ is inertial and v s id for alls
w xs g ker p , has been proved in our earlier paper 8, Lemma 2.2 .
We follow this theorem with two applications. First, we study the
situation where the induced action of G on the residues ZrF extends to a
group action of G on the residue D, and ask if this action lifts naturally to
an action of G on D. We show that the answer is yes if DrZ is inertial,
but provide examples to show that the action does not always lift if DrZ is
nicely semiramified or totally ramified.
Next, we answer the unfinished question on Kummer subfields that
w xmotivated our interest in these cocycles. In 8, Theorem 4.1 , we had
provided necessary conditions for the existence of Kummer subfields of
tame division algebras over Henselian valued fields; these conditions were
in terms of generalized cocycles and were related to information about the
residue. We had been unable to prove the sufficiency of these conditions
without an additional hypothesis on the triviality of a certain group action
w x8, Theorem 4.2 , precisely because we did not have Theorem 1.1 at our
disposal. This was rather vexing, since there are very accessible examples
of Kummer subfields in Henselian valued division algebra whose existence
w x Ž .is not predicted by 8, Theorem 4.2 see Example 4.1 ahead . With our
greater understanding of generalized cocycles with values in one-units, we
show that the additional hypothesis on triviality of group actions is unnec-
w xessary, and that the conditions in 8, Theorem 4.1 are both necessary and
sufficient.
wAs a further application, we use Theorem 1.1 in the proof of 7, Thm.
x4.1 , which is one of the two main results of that paper.
Remark 1.2. The notion of generalized cocycles first arose in the
Ž wcontext of group extensions with non-Abelian kernels see 3, Chap. IV,
x. Ž .Sec. 6 . If N and G are groups and if f : G “ Out N is a homomor-
Ž .phism, then a generalized cocycle with respect to f of G with coeffi-
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Ž .cients in N is a pair of maps v: G “ Aut N and f : G = G “ N such
Ž . Ž .that the image of v in Out N equals f s , and such that v and fs
satisfy the two conditions of the beginning of this section. The set of
Žequivalence classes of such generalized cocycles with cohomologous cocy-
.cles defined the same way as we have above then determines all group
Ž .extensions 1 “ N “ E “ G “ 1 that induce the given outer action of f
of G on N. Moreover, the set of such equivalence classes either is empty
2Žor is in one-to-one correspondence with the cohomology group H G,
Ž .. w xZ N 3, Chap. IV, Thm. 6.6 . We will denote this set of cocycles by
Ž . Ž .Z G, N and the set of equivalence classes of cocycles by H G, N ,f, grp f , grp
the extra subscript grp being used to emphasize the group-theoretic origin
Ž .of the definition. We remark that a cocycle of the form u , 1 exists in the
equivalence class of cycles corresponding to the extension 1 “ N “ E “
G “ 1 precisely when the extension splits, that is, when E is the internal
and semi-direct product of G and N.
It is worth keeping in mind the relation between the algebra-theoretic
Ž U . Ž U .object H G, D and the group-theoretic object H G, D . Given thep f , grp
Ž .map p : G “ Gal ZrF , there is at most one homomorphism G “
Ž .Out D that induces p on ZrF; this follows easily from the Noether]F
Ž .Skolem theorem. Denoting the composite homomorphism G “ Out DF
Ž U . Ž . Ž .“ Out D by f, we find that two cocyles v, f and u , g , for maps v
Ž .and u to Aut D that induce p on ZrF, are equal as elements ofF
Ž U .H G, D if and only if, when considered as group-theoretic cocycles, theyp
Ž U . Ž U .are equal in H G, D . It follows from this that H G, D is just thef, grp p
Ž U . Ž .subset of H G, D consisting of classes of cocycles v, f arising fromp , grp
maps v from G to the F-algebra automorphisms of D.
2. ONE-UNIT COCYCLES
We prove Theorem 1.1 in this section.
We point out two elementary properties of Henselian valued fields,
Ž .which we use below. First, if char F does not divide n, and v is an nth
root of unity, then v s 1 forces v s 1. Second, the group U of1, F
one-units in F is uniquely divisible by n. This follows from Hensel's lemma
and the previous fact.
LEMMA 2.1. D is generated as an F-algebra by U , the group of1, D
one-units of D.
Proof. Let E be the F-subalgebra of D generated by all the one-units
of D. Since ErF is finite dimensional, E is a division algebra. If E / D,
Ž . y1 y1take x g D y E. If ¤ x - 0, replace x by x , noting that x is also in
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Ž .D y E. Further, if ¤ x s 0, replace x by fx for some f g F with
Ž . Ž .¤ f ) 0. Thus, we may assume that ¤ x ) 0. Now consider the element
1 q x, which is a one-unit. Thus, 1 q x g E, which means x is in E, a
contradiction!
LEMMA 2.2. Let D be an F-central di¤ision algebra. If G is a group with
UŽ . < < Ž .char F ƒ G , and if f : G “ Out D is a homomorphism, then
< Ž . <H G, U F 1.f, grp 1, D
w x Ž .Proof. By 3, Chap. IV, Thm. 6.6 , if H G, U / B, then there isf, grp 1, D
Ž .a 1]1 correspondence between the elements of H G, U and thef, grp 1, D
2Ž Ž .. Ž .elements of H G, Z U . We first point out that Z U s U ; this1, D 1, D 1, F
< <follows from Lemma 2.1 above. The group U is uniquely divisible by G1, F
2Ž . < < Ž .since char F does not divide G . Thus, H G, U s 0. This then shows1, F
< Ž . <that H G, U F 1.f, grp 1, D
Ž . Ž U .Given the action p of G on ZrF and an element v, f in Z G, D ,p
Ž . Ž U .we may view v, f as an element of Z G, D by Remark 1.2. Butf, grp
more is true if the values of f are one-units. The elements v for g g Gg
act as automorphisms of U since the valuation ¤ extends uniquely from1, D
Ž . y1F to D. Since f s , t is a one-unit for all s and t , v v v will bes t st
Ž .conjugation by a one-unit, so we have an induced map G “ Out U ,1, D
which we will continue to denote by f. We thus find that when f has
Ž . Žvalues in the one-units of D, we may also view v, f as an element of the
. Ž .group-theoretic object Z G, U .f, grp 1, D
We have the following:
Ž . Ž X X. Ž U .LEMMA 2.3. Any two cocycles v, f and v , f in Z G, D inp
which f and f X take ¤alues in one-units are cohomologous as elements of
Ž U .Z G, D .p
Ž . Ž X X.Proof. By Lemma 2.2, v, f and v , f are cohomologous when
Ž .viewed as elements of Z G, U . Thus, there exist b g U , forf, grp 1, D g 1, D
< Ž . X < XŽ .each g g G such that v s Int b v , and of course, f g, h sU Ug g g1, D 1, D
Ž . Ž . y1 Ž . Xb v b f g.h b . Lemma 2.1 above now shows that v s Int b vg g h g h g g g
Ž . Ž X X.when viewed as automorphisms on all of D and thus that v, f ; v , f
UŽ .when viewed as elements of Z G, D as well.p
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We first prove the theorem in the case where G
is the Galois group of ZrF, that is, where p is an isomorphism.
Ž Ž ..Let A s D, G v, f s [ Dx be the generalized crossed productss g G
Ž .obtained from v, f . So, A is central simple over F. We have G s
Ž .Gal ZrF since ZrF is inertial. Note that v induces a group homomor-
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Ž . Ž .phism v : G “ Aut D since f s , t is a one-unit for all s , t . If v s ids
Ž . Ž .on Z D , then v s id on Z, so s s id. Thus, G acts faithfully on Z D .s
Let W be the valuation ring of D, and set B s [ Wx . Then B is ass
subring of A that contains the valuation ring V of F in its center.F
w xMoreover, by Shirshov's theorem 9, Cor. 4.2.9 , B is integral over V . LetF
Ž . Ž Ž ..J s [ J W x , an ideal in B. It is easy to see that BrJ s D, G v, 1 .ss
GŽ Ž . Ž . .This contains the standard crossed product Z D rZ D , G, 1 (
GŽ Ž . . < <M Z D , where n s G . Therefore, BrJ contains n pairwise orthogo-n
w x Ž w x.nal idempotents. By 2, Theorem 24 or see 5, Prop. 2.7 , B contains n
Ž .pairwise orthogonal idempotents. If we write A s M C for some divisionl
w x Ž . Ž .algebra C, then l G n by 1, p. 50, Thm. 2 . Therefore, ind C s deg A rl
Ž . Ž .F deg A rn s ind D . Now, as A m Z ; D, we have C m Z ( D.F F
Ž .Therefore, by defining u : G “ Aut D by u s id m s , we see that us
Ž . Ž U .extends the action of G on Z, and u , 1 g Z G, D . By Lemma 2.3,
Ž . Ž . Ž U .v, f ; u , 1 as elements of Z G, D .
We now drop the assumption that p is an isomorphism, and let N be
the kernel of p . We thus have an exact sequence of groups
1 “ N “ G “ Gal ZrF “ 1,Ž .
with N acting trivially on Z and GrN acting faithfully on Z.
Ž .As in the discussions above Lemma 2.3, let f : G “ Out U be the1, D
homomorphism induced by v and by the fact that f takes on values in the
Ž < < . Ž .one-units. Consider the restricted cocycle v , f g Z N, U .N N=N f , grp 1, D
Ž . Ž .Since N acts trivially on Z, the pair id, 1 g Z N, U . By Lemmaf, grp 1, D
Ž < < . Ž . Ž .2.2, we see that v , f ; id, 1 in Z N, U . Therefore, forN N=N f , grp 1, D
each n g N there are b g U withn 1, D
id s Int b ( v ,Ž .n n
1 s b v b f n , m by1Ž . Ž .n n m nm
Ž y1 .for all n, m g N. In particular, this shows that v s Int b for alln n
n g N.
Ž . Ž .It follows that f n is the identity in Out U for all n g N. We thus1, D
Ä Ž . whave an induced homomorphism f : GrN “ Out U . By 3, Theorem1, D
x 3Ž Ž ..6.7 , this gives rise to an element in H GrN, Z U , which is trivial if1, D
Ž .and only if H GrN, U is nonempty. But the center of U is U ,Äf, grp 1, D 1, D 1, Z
< < 3Ž Ž .and because U is uniquely GrN divisible, H GrN, Z U is trivial.1, Z 1, D
Ž .It follows that H GrN, U is nonempty.Äf, grp 1, D
w xBut the proof of 3, Theorem 6.7 actually shows more. If g , g , . . . , g1 2 t
Ž < <.t s GrN is a set of coset representatives of N in G, then v , v , . . . ,g g1 2
Ž . wv is a set-theoretic lifting of f from GrN to Aut U . The proof of 3,g 1, Dt x Ž .Theorem 6.7 shows that the elements of Z GrN, U will be of theÄf, grp 1, D
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Ž .form v, fu , where u: GrN = GrN “ U is a suitable function. Since1, Z
Ž .the v are actually F-algebra automorphisms of D that act as Gal ZrFg i
Ž . Ž U .on ZrF, we may view any such v, fu as an element of Z GrN, D ,
with fu taking on values in U .1, D
Ž .But GrN acts faithfully on ZrF, and we have already see that v, fu
Ä UŽ . Ž .must be cohomologous to a cocycle of the form u , 1 in Z GrN, D . We
Ä Ž .thus have a group homomorphism u : GrN “ Aut D that reduces toF
Ä Ž . Ž .fGrN “ Out D and induces Gal ZrF on ZrF. Composing, weF
Äu Ž .therefore have a group homomorphism u : G “ GrN “ Aut D thatF
Ž .reduces to f : G “ GrN “ Out D and induces p : G “ GrN “F
Ž . Ž . Ž U . Ž .Gal ZrF on ZrF. Thus u , 1 is in Z G, D . By Lemma 2.3, v, f ;p
UŽ . Ž .u , 1 in Z G, D .p
Ž .Remark 2.4. In general, if N and G are groups, and if f : G “ Out N
< Ž . <is a homomorphism, the fact that H G, N s 1 does not automati-f, grp
Ž .cally guarantee that every cocycle in Z G, N must be of the formf, grp
Ž . w xu , 1 for some suitable u . For example, by 6, Cor. 3.9 , the exact sequence
1 “ A “ Aut S “ Aut S rA “ 1Ž . Ž .6 6 6 6
Ž .does not split; that is, Aut S is not the internal direct product of A6 6
Ž .and Aut S rA . In particular, this means that the corresponding co-6 6
Ž . Ž Ž . .cycle v, f g Z Aut S rA , A that arises from this short exact se-f, grp 6 6 6
Ž .quence is not cohomologous to one of the form v, id . However,
2Ž Ž . Ž ..  4H Aut S rA , Z A s id as the center of A is trivial, and so6 6 6 6
< Ž Ž . . < w xH Aut S rA , A s 1 by 3, Chap. IV, Thm. 6.6 .f, grp 6 6 6
3. LIFTING GROUP ACTIONS
Let ZrF be a Galois extension for Henselian valued fields, and let p :
Ž .G “ Gal ZrF be a surjection for some finite group G such that the
< <characteristic of Z does not divide G . Since there is a natural surjection
Ž . Ž .Gal ZrF “ Gal ZrF , we find that G acts on Z with fixed field F.
Suppose that this action of G on Z extends to an action on D; that is, it
Ž .extends to a group homomorphism u : G “ Aut D . We study theF
question of whether this action of G on D can be lifted in a compatible
way to an action of G on D, that is, to a group homomorphism f :
Ž . Ž .G “ Aut D such that f g s u g for all g g G. We find that we canŽ .F
always find a compatible lifting if DrZ is inertial; we give counterexam-
ples to show that we cannot always lift such an action if DrZ is nicely
semiramified or if DrZ is totally ramified.
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Recall that a Z-central simple algebra A is said to be normal over F if
every F-automorphism of Z extends to an F-automorphism of A.
LEMMA 3.1. Let ZrF be Galois, and let D be a Z-central di¤ision algebra.
Ž . Ž .If DrF is normal, then the canonical map Aut D “ Aut D is surjec-F F
ti¤e.
Ž . < Ž .Proof. Let w g Aut D . Then w s g for some g g Gal ZrD sinceZF
Ž . Ž . Ž .the natural map Gal ZrF “ Gal ZrF is surjective. Let c g Aut DF
y1< <with c s g ; such a map exists since DrF is normal. Then w (c s id.Z Z
Ž Ž . . w xThe map u : G rG “ Gal Z D rZ of 5, Prop. 1.7 is surjective, soD D Z
y1y1< < <there is a c g D with Int d s w (c . So, w (Int c )cŽ . Ž .ZŽD . ZŽD . ZŽD .
s id. By the Noether]Skolem theorem, there is a u g U with w(D
y1 Ž . Ž .Int c )c s Int u . So, w s Int u (Int c (c. Thus, the map Aut DŽ . Ž . Ž . F
Ž .“ Aut D is surjective.F
Ž .Let Int U be the group of inner automorphisms of U . We have a1, D 1, D
Ž . Ž .natural group homomorphism Int U “ Aut D that sends an inner1, D F
Ž .automorphism Int x defined on U to the inner automorphism of x on1, D
D. Lemma 2.1 implies that this map is well defined.
LEMMA 3.2. Let ZrF be inertial Galois, and let D be an inertial Z-central
di¤ision algebra. If DrF is normal, then there is an exact sequence of groups
1 “ Int U “ Aut D “ Aut D “ 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .1, D F F
Ž .Proof. Exactness at Aut D comes from Lemma 3.1. For exactness atF
Ž . Ž . <Aut D , suppose that w g Aut D with w s id. Then w s id, soZF F
< Ž . Uw s id as ZrF is inertial Galois. Thus, w g Int x for some x g D .Z
Because DrZ is inertial, we may modify x by a central element to assume
Ž . Ž .that x is a unit. Then id s w s Int x . Thus, x g Z s Z D , so we may
further modify x by a central element to assume that x s 1. Thus,
Ž . Ž .x g U . Finally, it is clear that the map Int U “ Aut D is injective.1, D 1, D F
This finishes the proof.
The following lemma will allow us to use Lemma 3.2 in the proof of
Proposition 3.4 below.
LEMMA 3.3. Let ZrF be inertial Galois and DrZ inertial. Then DrF is
normal if and only if DrF is normal.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let G s Gal ZrF ( Gal ZrF . Recall that DrF resp. DrF
G Gw x Ž . Ž w x Ž . .is normal if and only if D g Br Z resp. D g Br Z . Also recall
Ž . Žw x. wg x gthat G acts on Br Z by g D s D , where D s D as rings, but the
y1Ž .Z-vector space structure is given by a ? c s g a c.
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gIf DrZ is inertial, then it is trivial that DrZ is inertial. The Z
gstructure on D is given by
y1 y1a ? c s g a c s g a c s a ? c,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . w x w xso, the isomorphism IBr Z “ Br Z given by D l D is a G-module
G Gw x Ž . w x Ž .map. Thus, D g IBr Z if and only if D g Br Z . This proves the
lemma.
We are ready to prove our first result about lifting group actions.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let F be a Henselian ¤alued field, let ZrF be a Galois
extension, and let D be an inertial Z-central di¤ision algebra. Suppose that a
G Ž . < <finite group G acts on Z with Z s F, and that char F does not di¤ide G .
Ž .If u : G “ Aut D is a group homomorphism that extends the induced GF
Ž . Žaction on Z, then u lifts to a homomorphism w : G “ Aut D so w g sŽ .F
Ž ..u g .
Proof. First assume that ZrF is inertial. To begin, we show that DrF
is normal. It is sufficient by Lemma 3.3 to prove that DrF is normal. Let
Ž . Ž .p : G “ Gal ZrF be the action of G on Z, and let p : G “ Gal ZrF
Ž . < Ž .be the induced action on Z. Then u g s p g for all g g G by ourZ
Ž . Ž .hypothesis on u . If s g Gal ZrF , then there is a g g G with p g s s
G Ž .since Z s F. Then u g is an automorphism of D that extends s . This
proves that DrF is normal. Since DrF is normal, Lemma 3.2 implies that
Ž . Ž .for each g g G there is a v g Aut D with v s u g . If g, h g G, theng F g
y1 y1Ž .v v v s id, so there is an element f g, yh g U with v v v sg h g h 1, D g h g h
Ž Ž ..Int f g, h , again by Lemma 3.2.
3Ž . Ž w x.We have a 3-cocycle z g H G, U see 4, Section 7 defined by1, Z
y1y1z g , h , k s f g , h f gh , k f g , hk v f h , k .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .g
Ž . < <Furthermore, the assumption that char F does not divide G shows that
< < 3Ž . wU is uniquely divisible by G . Thus, H G, U s 0. Therefore, by 4,1, Z 1, Z
x Ž .Theorem 8.1 , we may modify each f g, h by a one-unit in Z to assume
Ž . Ž .that v, f is a generalized cocycle. Moreover, we still have f g, h g U .1, D
Ž .By Theorem 1.1, there is a group homomorphism w : G “ Aut DF
Ž X X . Ž .extending the G-action on Z so that v , f ; w, 1 . In particular, by the
Ž .proof of that result, we have one-units x so that w s Int x ( v . Thus,g g g g
w s Int x (u s uŽ .g g g g
which says that the homomorphism w is a lift of u , proving the proposition
in the case that ZrF is inertial.
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We now drop the assumption that ZrF is inertial. Let K be the inertia
field of ZrF. Then KrF is inertial and K s Z. Note that ZrF is Galois
since ZrF is Galois and ZrF is separable, and so KrF is Galois with
Ž . Ž . w xGal KrF ( Gal ZrF . By 5, Theorem 2.8 there is a division algebra
Ž . wE : D with ErK inertial and E s D. We have Z E s Z E s K by 5,Ž .
x Ž .Lemma 2.2 . Therefore, as K ; Z E and both fields are inertial over F,
Ž . Ž . Xwe get K s Z E . If p : G “ Gal ZrF is the action of G on Z, let p :
XŽ .G “ Gal KrF be the induced action of G on K. Then p : G “
Ž . Ž .Gal ZrF is the restriction of the action u : G “ Aut D to Z. The mapF
Ž .u is then a group homomorphism u : G “ Aut E that extends theF
XG-action p on Z. By the previous paragraph applied to ErKrF, we have
X XŽ . Ž .a group homomorphism w : G “ Aut E with w g s u g for allŽ .F
X X X X< Ž . < Ž .g g G. This equality implies that w g s p g , so w g s p gŽ . Ž .K K
since KrF is inertial. Because ErF is inertial and E s D, we have
w x w xE : K s D : Z . Therefore, by dimension count, E m Z s D. We de-K
Ž . Ž . XŽ . Ž .fine w : G “ Aut D by w g s w g m p g . This is well defined sinceF
XŽ . < Ž . < XŽ .w g s p g s p g . The map w is a group homomorphism becauseK K
Xboth w and p are group homomorphisms. Finally, since Z s K, it is clear
X Ž .that w g s w g s u g .Ž . Ž .
We now show that the previous proposition is false for nicely semirami-
Ž w x .fied algebras see 5, Section 4 for definitions . First, we need an arith-
metic condition for normality of a certain class of algebras.
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A s LrZ, t , a , where LrF is Abelian Galois
Ž . Ž U .and LrZ is cyclic. Then, ArF is normal if and only if g a ra g N LL r Z
Ž .for all g g Gal ZrF .
i n y1 Ž .Proof. We write A s [Lx with x s a and xux s t u for all
w xu g L, where n s L : Z . For one direction, suppose that for each g g
Ž . Ž . Ž . XGal ZrF , there is a b g L with g a ra s N b . We let g be anyg L r Z g
Ž .element of Gal LrF that extends g. We define a map v : D “ D byg
Ž i. XŽ .Ž . iv Ý l x s Ý g l b x . It is clear that v is an F-vector space isomor-g i i i i g g
Ž i. Ž j. Ž iŽ . iq j.phism. It is easy to check that v ux v ¤x s v ut ¤ x for u, ¤ gg g g
ŽL and 0 F i, j - n, both when i q j - n and when i q j G n. One needs
Ž . Ž .to use the fact that g a ra s N b and that g and t commute asL r Z g
.NrZ is Abelian. Therefore, g extends to an F-algebra automorphism of
A. Thus, ArF is normal.
Ž .For the converse, suppose that ArF is normal, and let v g Aut Ag F
Ž .be an extension of g g Gal ZrF . We first show that we can find an
extension of Ig that sends L to L. Let gX be any extension of g to L. Then
Ž X.y1 Ž .v ( g : L “ v L is the identity on Z, so by Noether]Skolem,g g
Ž X.y1 Ž . Ž y1 . < < Ž y1 .v ( g s Int u on L. Now, Int u ( v s v s g as Int u isZ Zg g g g g g
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Ž . Ž y1 . < X < Xthe identity on Z s Z A . Since Int u ( v s g , we see that v [L Lg g g
Ž y1 .Int u ( v is an extension of g that sends L to L. So, we now cang g
Ž . Ž .assume that v L s L. We then claim that v x s b x for some b g L.g g g g
Ž . Ž . Ž .For, we have xu s t u x for all u g L. Applying v gives v x v u sg g g
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . <v t u v x . So, we have, since Gal LrF is Abelian and v gLg g g
Ž . Ž Ž .. < Ž Ž .. Ž .Gal LrF , that Int v x s t . Therefore, Int v x and Int x agreeLg g
Ž . Ž .on L. This forces v x s b x for some b g C L s L. Now that weg g g A
Ž . Ž Ž ..n Ž n. Ž . Ž .nhave v x s b x, we see that v x s v x s g a , and b x sg g g g g
Ž . n Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N b x s N b a, so g a ra s N b . Therefore, g a ra gL r Z g L r Z g L r Z g
UŽ .N L if g extends to A. This proves the converse.L r Z
We now take LrF to be Abelian Galois as above, with F Henselian
Ž .valued and LrF inertial. We take D s LrZ, t , a , and we assume that
Ž . Ž .D is an NSR division algebra with G rG generated by 1rn ¤ a q G .D Z Z
Ž . Ž .Then D s L, and we take G s Gal LrF ( Gal DrF . Note that
Ž . Ž .Gal Z, F ( Gal ZrF is a homomorphic image of G. The identity map
Ž . Ž .id: G “ Aut D naturally extends the action of G on Gal ZrF . WeF
obtain a necessary condition for when this identity map lifts to a group
Ž .homomorphism w : G “ Aut D .F
PROPOSITION 3.6. With notation and hypotheses as described abo¤e, if the
Ž . Ž .identity map id: G “ Aut D lifts to a homomorphism G “ Aut D ,F F
U Ž U .then a g F N L .L r Z
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose that G s Gal LrF ( Gal LrF s Aut D via theF
Ž . Ž .map c : g ‹ g, and that c : G “ Aut D lifts to u : G “ Aut D . InF F
other words, for g g G, the residue map u g is equal to g. We show thatŽ .
Ž . < Ž . Ž Ž . < .we may modify u to have u g g Gal LrF and u g s g . ConsiderL L
the sequence
y1 Ž .g u g6 6
L L u g L .Ž . Ž .
The composition is the identity on Z. So, by the Noether]Skolem theorem,
U Ž . y1 Ž .there is a u g D with u g ( g s Int u . Note that passing to theg g
residue, we have id s Int u , as u g s g. We may assume that u g UŽ . Ž .g g D
y1Ž .since DrZ is inertially split. We have u L s u Lu . However, u g D sg g g g
Ž .L, so u s w for some w g L. If u s c w with c s 1, then u L sg g g g g g g g
y1 Ž .c Lc . We have the generalized 2-cocycle u , 1 , which we replace to getg g
Ž .an equivalent cocycle v, f defined by
v s Int cy1 (u g ,Ž .Ž .g g
f g , h s cy1u g cy1 c .Ž . Ž . Ž .g h g h
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y1Ž .Note that f g, h g U . Also, we have v s g as Int c s id. So, asŽ .1, D g g
y1 y1Ž . < Ž .v L s L, we have v s g. We thus see that v v v s gh gh s idLg g g h g h
y1 Ž Ž ..on D s L. Thus, v v v s Int f g, h is the identity on L. Thus,g h g h
Ž . Ž . 2Ž .f g, h g C L s L. Therefore, we have a 2-cocycle f g H G, U s 0.D 1, L
U Ž . Ž . y1 Ž .Thus, there are a g L so that f g, h s a g a a . Modifying v, fg g h g h
Ž X X.by a , we get a new, equivalent cocycle v , f given byg
vX s Int ay1 ( v ,Ž .g g g
f X g , h s ay1 g ay1 a f g , h s 1.Ž . Ž .Ž .g h g h
X Ž .Therefore, v : G “ Aut D is a group homomorphism. Moreover, sinceF
X XUa g L , we have v s v s u g s g. Thus, v is a lift of c that satisfiesŽ .g g g
X Ž . Ž X < .v L s L and v s g .Lg g
So, we have shown that we may assume that the lift u of c satisfies
Ž . < i n y1u L s L and u s g. We have D s [Lx , where x s a and xux sLg g
Ž . Ž .t u for all u g L. We then claim that u x s b x for some b g L. Tog g g
Ž Ž ..prove this, we only need to show that Int u x s t on L. We haveg
y1 Ž .xux s t u . Applying u , we getg
y1
t g u s g t u s u x g u u x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . g g
Ž Ž .. Ž . U Ž .which proves that Int u x s Int x . So, we have a b g L with u x sg g g
b x. Seeing how the map b ‹ b behaves, we use the fact that u is a groupg g
homomorphism to get
b x s u x s u u xŽ . Ž .Ž .g h g h g h
s u b x s g b b x ,Ž . Ž .g h h g
which gives us
b s b g b .Ž .g h g h
1Ž Ž . U .In other words, b is a 1-cocycle in H Gal LrF , L s 0, the equality by
U Ž .Hilbert Theorem 90. Thus, there is a u g L with b s g u ru for allg
U Ž U . y1g g G. This forces a g F N L , because we may replace x by u xL r Z
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž y1 ..to get u x s x for all g g Gal LrF , which then gives g aN u sg L r Z
Ž y1 . Ž y1 .n Ž y1 .aN u for all g as u x s aN u . This then forcesL r Z L r Z
U U Uy1Ž . Ž .aN u g F , so a g F N L .L r Z L r Z
EXAMPLE 3.7. We now use Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 to produce a
counterexample to Proposition 3.4 for NSR algebras. Let k be a field of
Ž .ŽŽ ..characteristic not 2, and let L s k u, x t , the Laurent series field with
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coefficients in the rational function field in two variables over k. Define
Ž . Ž .k-automorphisms t and s on L, both fixing t, by t u s u and t x s
y1 Ž . Ž . ² :yx , and s u s yu and s x s x. Then s , t is a group of order 4.
t ²s , t : Ž 2 .ŽŽ ..Let Z s L and F s L . Note that F s k u , x y 1rx t , so F is
Henselian with respect to the t-adic valuation. Then
s utŽ .
N x s xt x s y1 s .Ž . Ž .L r Z ut
U Ž U . Ž . UWe will show that ut f F N L . Write ut s aN b for a g FL r Z L r Z
U a Ž . bŽ .and b g L . Writing a s t a q a t q ??? and b s t b q b t q . . .0 1 0 1
X Ž 2 . X Ž .for a , b g Z, a g F s k u , x y 1rx , and b g L s k u, x , we findi j
Ž . X XX Xu s a N b , where the norm is with respect to the map t on L that0 L r Z 0
fixes u and sends x to y1rx. Note that t X preserves the u-adic value on
X Ž . XX XL . It follows that N b has even u-adic value, and since a g F sL r Z 0 0
Ž 2 .k u , x y 1rx , a also has even u-adic value. Thus, one cannot have0
Ž . U Ž U .X Xu s a N b , and thus, ut f F N L .0 L r Z 0 L r Z
Ž .Now let D s LrZ, t , ut . It is standard that D is an NSR division
Ž w x.algebra with respect to the t-adic valuation on Z see 5, Section 4 , and
Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 show that DrZ is normal, for which the identity
Ž . Ž . Ž .map Gal LrF “ Aut D does not lift to a homomorphism Gal LrFF
Ž .“ Aut D .F
Ž . Ž .We point out that the identity map Gal LrF “ Aut D lifts to aF
Ž . Ž .group homomorphism Gal LrF “ Aut D if and only if the short exactF
sequence
0 “ Int D “ Aut D “ Aut D “ 1Ž . Ž . Ž .F F
splits.
We note the following in passing:
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let ZrF be inertial Galois. Suppose that DrZ is
inertially split, and write D ; I m N with IrZ inertial and NrZ NSR. IfZ
NrF is not Galois, then DrF is not normal.
Ž . Ž .To prove this, take g g G [ Gal ZrF such that g g Gal ZrF does
not extend to N; there is such a g since NrZ is Galois but NrF is not
<Galois. If there is an automorphism w of D with w s g, then wZg g g
induces an automorphism w of D, and this restricts to g on Z since wg g
Ž .restricts to g on Z. However, N s Z D , and so w restricts to ang
automorphism of N. This contradicts the choice of g. Therefore, DrF is
not normal.
Note that it is possible that DrF is not normal even if NrF is
' ' 'Ž . Ž .ŽŽ ..Galois}take D s N s LrF, t , 2 t , where L s Q 2 , y 1 t , Z s
'Ž .ŽŽ .. ŽŽ ..Q 2 t , and F s Q t , and apply Proposition 3.5.
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Next, we show that Proposition 3.4 is also false for DrZ totally ramified.
EXAMPLE 3.9. In this example, we produce a tame totally ramified
division algebra TrZ that is normal over F, where ZrF is inertial Galois,
Ž . Ž .but that the identity map id: Gal ZrF “ Aut T does not lift to aF
Ž .homomorphism G “ Aut T . Let F be a Henselian valued field withF
'Ž .char F / 2 such that y 1 g F, and let LrF be a cyclic extension of
degree 4 that has ramification index and residue degree 2. Write
Ž . ² : U Ž .Gal LrF s t . Let a g F be such that the order of ¤ a in G r4G isF F
1² Ž .: Ž .equal to 4, and such that G l G , ¤ a s G . Let E s LrF, t , a .L F F4
Then E is a division algebra with ramification index 8 and residue degree
2. If Z is the unique quadratic subextension of L, then ZrF is inertial and
Ž .E s Z. Let T s C Z . Then E m Z ; T. Note that T s Z, so TrZ isE F
totally ramified, and that T is a quaternion algebra by dimension count.
Ž . 2 Ž U .Also, exp E s 4 since a is clearly not in N L , by the hypothesis onL r F
Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ a . If the identity map id: Gal ZrF “ Aut T lifts to a homomor-F
Ž . Ž . Ž .phism Gal ZrF “ Aut T , extending the action of Gal ZrF on Z,F
then by Galois descent we may write T s T m Z for some F-central0 F
w x w x Ž . w xquaternion algebra T . We then have E y T g Br ZrF , so E y0 0
w x w xT s Q for an F-central quaternion algebra Q; this follows since0
w x w x w xZ : F s 2. Then E s T m Q , which by degree count gives E s T0 F 0
Ž .m Q. However, this is a contradiction since exp E s 4. Therefore, theF
Ž . Ž .map Gal ZrF “ Aut T does not lift. Furthermore, TrF is normalF
Žsince T is an F-subalgebra of an F-central simple algebra. If more needs
Ž .to be said, then if s g Gal ZrF , then Noether]Skolem gives an x with
Ž . < y1 y1 Ž .Int x s s . Since xZx s Z, we have xTx s T as T s C Z , soZ E
Ž . < .Int x is an automorphism of T that extends s . Thus, TrF is normal.T
4
2Ž .ŽŽ ..ŽŽ .. Ž .'For a specific example, let F s C u x y , let L s F y u , and
Ž .let a s ux. With respect to the x, y -adic valuation on F, we see that F is
1 Ž . Ž .Henselian, G s Z = Z, and G s Z = Z. Furthermore, ¤ a s 1, 0 , soF L 2
2 'Ž . Ž . Ž .'the order of ¤ a is 4 in G r4G . Finally, Z s F y u s F u , whichF F
1² Ž .:is inertial over F. The condition G l G , ¤ a s G is clear sinceL F F4
1 1² Ž .:G , ¤ a s Z = Z.F 4 4
4. KUMMER SUBFIELDS
w xIn this section, we will freely use the notation of 8 . Much of the setup
needed can be found in Section 3 of that paper.
w x Ž .Theorem 4.2 of 8 contains the hypothesis that v s acts trivially onÄ
Ž .the centralizer C L for all s g G l G rG . Because of this hypothesis,D T F
Theorem 4.2 fails to be a full converse to Theorem 4.1. Moreover, it is
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quite easy to produce example of Kummer subfields L of D whose
existence is not predicted by Theorem 4.2 precisely because they fail this
extra hypothesis:
Ž .ŽŽ ..ŽŽ ..EXAMPLE 4.1. Let F s C t, u x y and let ¤ be the valuation on
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F with ¤ x s 1, 0 , ¤ y s 0, 1 , and ¤ a s 0 for all a g C t, u . Let S
t , u 2Ž . Žbe the quaternion algebra with generators i and j with i s t andF
x , y2 . Ž .j s u , and let T be the quaternion algebra with generators k and lF
Ž 2 2 .with k s x and l s y . Let D s S m T. Then G rG s Zr2 = Zr2F D F
t , uŽ . Ž . Ž .with generators 1r2, 0 q G and 0, 1r2 q G , and D s . WeŽ .F F C t , u
Ž . ²Ž . :start with the Kummer subfield L s F jk , so G rG s 1r2, 0 q G .L F F
w x Ž .Theorem 4.1 of 8 produces the data L, v, g , satisfying the conclusionsÄ Ä
Ž .of the theorem. Here, L s F s C t, u , and working through the calcula-
ŽŽ . . Žtions, v 1r2, 0 q G s Int j . Theorem 4.1 shows that the data L sŽ .Ä F
.L, v, g , along with G s G rG , satisfy all the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2Ä L F
Ž .except possibly for the hypothesis on the triviality of v on C L forÄ D
Ž . Ž .elements in G l G rG . But G ; G rG , and for s s 1r2, 0 q G , v sÄT F T F F
Ž .s Int j is definitely not trivial on C L s D. Thus, this extra hypothe-Ž . D
sis is not satisfied, and Theorem 4.2 fails to predict the existence of the
Ž .Kummer subfield F jk .
More generally, if F is Henselian, IrF is inertial, TrF is totally
n n n
Ž . Žramified, L s F a , . . . , a is a subfield of I, and L s F b , . . . ,' ' '1 1 k 2 1
n n
. Ž .b is a subfield of T , then any of the subfields L s F a b of I m T' 'l i j F
fail this hypothesis.
We use Theorem 1.1 above now to show that this additional hypothesis
is not really necessary and that we do have a true converse to Theorem 4.1
w xof 8 . We only need a brief exposition, as most elements of the proof are
w xalready contained in the proof of 8, Theorem 4.2 .
Žw x.THEOREM 4.2 8, Theorem 4.2 . Suppose there is a subgroup G : G rG ,D F
UŽ . Ž .a Kummer subfield L of D, and a map v : G “ Aut D such that v GÄ Ä
< Ž .acts tri¤ially on L and v s u g . Suppose further there is a cocycleÄ ZŽD .g D
U2Ž Ž .. Ž .g g H G, KUM LrF such that v, g is a factor set for G in D andÄ Ä Äsym
UŽ . Ž . Ž .v, g s res c , fu in H G, D . If F contains enough roots of unity, there isÄ Ä
a Kummer subfield L of D with
1. L s L and G rG s G;L F
Ž .2. e# g s s .Ä L
Proof. We do not repeat the proof. We merely point out that the proof
w x Ž .given in 8 only uses the hypothesis v s id on the centralizer C L forÄs D
Ž . w x wall s g G l G rG to be able to quote 8, Lemma 2.2 . However, 8,T F
xLemma 2.2 , without the hypothesis v s id for s g N, is a consequence ofs
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w xTheorem 1.1, so the proof given in 8 word for word gives the theorem
stated above.
In passing, we wish to point out that there is a small but easily
w xremediable error in the paragraph just above 8, Lemma 3.2 . The leading
monomial map is not multiplicative, as claimed there. This renders the
w xproof of 8, Lemma 3.2 incorrect, and since Lemma 3.2 is used in the
w xproof of Theorem 4.1, this renders the proof of Theorem 4.1 in 8
incorrect. However, none of this is fatal. First, we give below a direct proof
of Theorem 4.1 that does not use Lemma 3.2, and next, we show how the
w xcombination of Theorems 4.1 of 8 and Theorem 4.2 above together yield
w xa proof of Lemma 3.2. Lemma 3.2 of 8 is thus correct as stated.
w x Ž .Proof of 8, Theorem 4.1 . For g g G rG , let m g KUM LrF withL F g
Um F mapping to g under the residue valuation homomorphism ¤ . If l isg y
the leading monomial of m , then m s l q h , where h is a sum ofg g g g g
monomials each of value higher than g . Factoring the right side as
Ž y1 . Ul 1 q l h , we may write m s l w where w is a one-unit in D . Weg g g g g g g
have l s a y z for some a g S , where g s st with s g G rG andg g s t g Z S F
t g G rG . Since G s G , by changing l by an element of F, we canT F S F gZ
assume the a are units. The z g T commute with all elements in S, sog t
for g s st and d s s Xt X g G rG , we seeL F
y1y1
X X X Xl l l s a y z a y z a y zŽ . Ž . Ž .g d gd g s t d s t gd ss tt
s a f a y y X yy1X ay1 z z X zy1XŽ .g s d s s ss gd t t tt
s a f a f s , s X ay1c s , s X u t , t X b t , t X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g s d gd
Let
g g , d s a f a f s , s X u t , t X ay1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g s d gd
Ž . U y1 UThen g g , d F s l l l F since the cocycles b and c have values ing d gd
U Ž .F . Moreover, g g , d is a unit and
U U Uy1 y1g g , d F s l l l F s m m m FŽ . g d gd g d gd
Ž . Ž .since w s 1. Therefore, g g , d g KUM LrF . Let g g , d s g g , d .Ž . Ž .Äg
UŽ . Ž . Ž .Define v : G rG “ Aut D by v s Inn a ? f s Inn a ? c . Then theÄ ÄL F g g s g g
UŽ . Ž .definition of g shows v, g is a factor set of G rG in D with v, g ;Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄL F
Ž .res c , fu . The automorphism v is induced by conjugation by a y sÄg g s
Uy1l z . The z conjugate D trivially while conjugation by l is trivial on Lg t t g
<as l w g L and w s 1. Therefore v s id for all G rG . Since g hasÄ ÄLg g g g L F
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2Ž Ž ..values in L, the factor set condition shows g g H G rG , KUM L, FÄ L F
for this trivial action. Moreover,
y1 y1X Xy1g g , d s l l l c s , s b t , tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä g d gd
y1 y1X Xy1s m m m c s , s b t , t ,Ž . Ž .g d gd
and since the cocycles b and c are symmetric, G rG is Abelian, and theL F
m commute among themselves, we find that g is symmetric. The cocycleÄg
Ž . Ž . Ž .s can be computed as follows: if m g KUM LrF with ¤ m mod GL g g F
s g , and if m m my1 s a u with a g FU and u a unit in LU ,g d gd g , d g , d g , d g , d
U U Uy1Ž . Ž .then s g , d s u F . Since we have g g , d F s l l l F , we haveL g , d g d gd
U UŽ . Ž . Ž .g g , d F s u F s s g , d . Therefore, e# g s s .Ä Äg , d L L
w xNow we prove 8, Lemma 3.2 . Starting with a Kummer subfield L of D,
Ž .Theorem 4.1 produces the data L, v, g . We apply Theorem 4.2 above toÄ Ä
Ž wthis data, with G s G rG . The proof of Theorem 4.2 see the proof of 8,L F
x. X Ž X .Theorem 4.2 constructs a subfield L of D in which kum LrF is
X
X Xrepresented by monomials. It is clear that G s G , Ls L, and s s s ,L L L L
and thus that LX is isomorphic to L.
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